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As a new network shopping mode, the online group-buying continues to 
grow after in sight of the consumer from 2010. After the initial "thousand 
regiment war", the online group-buying has been gradually formed the 
sustainable development of the ecological chain. Consumers enjoy the 
preferential prices, merchants realize the brand extension, and the group-buying 
website has also benefited from the transaction, it may be said is "the three 
parties profitable". However, in the group-buying transactions, group-buying 
website and merchants provide consumers untrue 、 incomplete 、 unclear 
information，resulting in the Internet fraud disputes, seriously damaging the 
consumer's right to know. 
In our existing law, the protection of consumer's right to know has not yet 
formed a complete system, furthermore，because of lacking e-commerce related 
laws, the difficulty for protection of consumer's right to know for online 
group-buying has increased to some extent. At present, the protection of 
consumer's right for online group-buying has been studied, but only confined to 
the overall protection and lacks of research on the consumer's right to know, 
even if involved，it also tends to generalization, cannot provide the operable 
scheme. 
This paper is divided into four parts, in the first part, the online 
group-buying is compared with the traditional online shopping, to make clear 
the connotation and conservation status of consumer's right to know for the 
online group-buying; The second part to exposes the main performance of 
infringing the consumers' right to know for online group-buying through the 
analysis of real specific cases; The third part further analyzes the dilemma of 
legal protection of the consumer's right to know for online group-buying, 















difficulty to determine responsibility and the lack of relief mechanism; The 
fourth part puts forward some corresponding countermeasures in view of the 
aforementioned dilemma. 
This paper is focusing on the characteristic of the online group-buying, 
trying to provide some feasible schemes for the legal protection of consumer's 
right to know for online group-buying. Firstly, aiming at the problem of 
information asymmetry, the merchant's and the group-buying network's 
obligation of information disclosure is clarified in this paper, especially the 
group-buying network's obligation of information disclosure for some special 
information, such as the number of views、user's evaluation、lottery related 
information and user's security measures. Secondly, aiming at the problem of 
imperfect credit evaluation system, the establishment of a triple credit 
evaluation system is creatively proposed in this paper, namely improving 
authoritative third party credit evaluation mechanism 、 establishing non 
authoritative third party credit evaluation mechanism and improving the 
construction of group-buying website's credit system. Thirdly, aiming at the 
problem of the difficulty to determine responsibility, this paper maintains that 
we couldn't judge fully in accordance with the traditional statements such as the 
electronic agent theory, but to distinguish between local service group-buying 
and commodity group-buying to take a different approach, and clarify several 
responsibilities that the group-buying network must bear. Finally, aiming at the 
problem of the lack of relief mechanism, this paper puts forward to establishing 
consumer conducively jurisdiction principle and evidence principle on the 
reference of developed country experiences, and tries to establish an 
OADR(Online Alternative Dispute Resolution). 
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引  言 
1 
引  言 
2008 年成立的美国团购网站 Groupon，代表了一种全新的团购网站模
式，被称为开创了网络团购 2.0 时代。而中国第一家仿 Groupon 网站“满座
网”也于 2010 年 1 月 16 日正式上线。至此团购网站的数量呈现井喷式增
长，引发了著名的“千团大战”。据团购导航网站团 800 统计，在 2010 年
末，国内团购网站有 2,612 家，而 2011 年，这一数量飞速膨胀至 5,000 余
家，经过 2011 年和 2012 年的“洗牌”，团购网站数量跌至 2,857 家。①如
今，美团、大众点评、糯米、窝窝团、拉手、满座、嘀嗒团等团购网站稳












                                                 
① 团 800.2012 年度中国团购行业数据统计报告
[EB/OL].http://zixun.tuan800.com/a/tuangoushujubaogao/20130130/44221_2.html,2013-01-30/2013-02-04. 
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